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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Lyman R. Caswell
Come to Seattle. The annual meeting of the Society for Hungarian Philately will be held at
SEAPEX 2012 in Seattle, Washington, on Friday, 26 October. There will be Hungarian exhibits, a
talk on Hungarian philately, and the opportunity for members of the Society to get together and
socialize, as well as the annual board meeting. For more information, see the SEAPEX
announcement in this issue of The News.
The Exhibition Hall, where SEAPEX will be held, is at Seattle Center, the site of the World’s
Fair that was held 50 years ago this summer. Other sites of interest at Seattle Center are the Space
Needle, the Pacific Science Center, the Experience Music Project, the Science Fiction Museum, the
McCaw Opera House, the new Chihuly Garden and Glass House, and several theaters. There are
hotels and a variety of restaurants within walking distance of the exhibition Hall. Seattle Center is the
terminus of the Monorail, which provides a fast trip to downtown Seattle, where one can visit such
points of interest as the famous Pike Place Market, the Seattle Art Museum, Benaroya Symphony
Hall, the Pioneer Square Historic District, and the downtown waterfront. Come to Seattle and enjoy
the amenities of a great city!
Watch your language! I am surprised by the extent to which people are uninformed
concerning Hungary and the Magyar language. Most people seem to think that Hungarian is a Slavic
language. One person recently asked me if Hungary uses the Cyrillic alphabet! I have been diligent
in correcting these misimpressions. I have studied Hungarian a little bit--I found it a fascinating
language--and thought I was making progress until I became entangled in the verbs.
Finally, I would like to add my congratulations to the new life members, Francis Delzer and
Eugene Kelton, for being faithful members of this Society. I wish them many more happy years of
stamp collecting!


PLAN AHEAD FOR THE 2013 SHP ANNUAL MEETING, MAY 3-5, 2013
by Alan Bauer, SHP Exhibit Chairman

It’s not too early to start planning ahead to attend SHP’s annual meeting which will be held in
Boxborough, MA during APS’s accredited stamp show. We invite you, your spouse and your
philatelic friends to come to beautiful New England, the birthplace of your Society. Come and enjoy
meeting your fellow collectors and browse the dealers’ tables. This is a World Series of Philately
accredited show, so please plan to exhibit your collection. More information will be available in the
upcoming newsletters. Please email or call me if you have any questions or would like more
information at alan@hungarianstamps.com.


KUDOS & WELCOME
Congratulations to our exhibitors! /Sorry, no new data. Ed./
Welcome to our newest members: Mr. Charles A. Brown of Eldon, MO; Mr. Julius M.
Herz of Riegelsville, PA; Ms. Betty Lambdin of Portsmouth, VA; Mr. Earnest F. Nonnon of West
Lawn, PA; Mr. Richard D. Pankey of Spanaway, WA; Mr. Michael Scarborough of Fort Worth,
TX; and Mr. Tibor Waldner of Alexandria, VA.


LIFE MEMBERSHIPS AWARDED
Congratulations to our newest life members, Mr. Francis X. Delzer (#399) and Mr. Eugene
Kelton (member #404), both of whom joined SHP in 1980. We would like to extend to them a hearty
‘thank you’ for supporting our organization for thirty years!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
by Paul de Leeuw van Weenen & Alan Soble

Dear Csaba,
I’ve read the articles by Alan Soble with great interest. I think that he can find many more
cancels with Hungarian names in Slovakian cancels when he read the following book: Monografie
Československých Známek, 17. Díl part I and II with the title Československá Po¹tovní Razítka
1919-1939, POFIS, Praha 1988. Part I has 504 pages and part II 614 pages. Both were printed in 7000
copies. I think that these books are still available in the Czech Republic.
To show what you can expect I am sending you scans of three pages.

With kindest regards,
Paul de Leeuw van Weenen
Hi Csaba! I am glad to see the images of three pages from the Czechoslovak Monograph
and thank Paul de Leeuw van Weenen for sending them to The News. But they do not altogether
solve the problem that I brought to light in my brief “Postscript” (on Slovak-Hungarian bilingual
cancels).1 In that article I pointed out that László Filep claimed, on the basis of the same 1988
Monograph as referred to by Paul, that only 40 (and exactly 40) towns had such bilingual cancellers.
Zoltán Palotás, however, compiled a list of bilingual town cancels from his own collection, five of
which are missing from Filep’s purportedly authoritative “complete” list. These towns are Baloň /
Balony; Dvory nad Žitavou / Udvard; Kert [Strekov] / Kürt; Moča / Mocsa [Dunamocs], and
Laksakálaš [Sokolce] / Lakszakállas. On one of the three pages supplied by Paul, we find the
bilingual town cancel “Dvory nad Žitavou / Udvard,” which is on Zoltán’s list but not on Filep’s.
Ergo, Filep’s list is not complete; somehow he missed this Monograph entry. On the other hand, the
pages Paul sent do not include the other four bilingual town cancels listed by Zoltán, so we do not yet
know why they are missing from Filep’s list and/or the Monograph.
Not long after I wrote the “Postscript,” I found on eBay a Czechoslovakian cover franked
with a profile of Tomáš Masaryk. (That cover took some haggling and begging for me to get it out of
the hands of the greedy seller. When I find a great cover for my interests, I show my cards [no poker
face] to the seller too soon. A bad childish habit.) The cropped image shown on the next page shows
only the stamp and the cancel: “Baloň / Balony.” The date on the cancel is 24.VI. [ ]7. The blank
space must hold a “3,” given the date of issue of the stamp that franks the cover. We now have
empirical evidence that confirms the genuine existence of another bilingual town cancel that is on
Zoltán’s list but not on Filep’s list.
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Left: Baloň / Balony Slovak-Hungarian bilingual cancel
from 1937.

1. The News of Hungarian Philately 42:2 (JulySeptember, 2011), pp. 2-3.
Alan Soble


BOOK REVIEW:
Nyíregyháza I. és II. Kiadás Bélyegei, Nyíregyháza Levelezőlapok (1944-1945) /
First and Second Stamp Issues of Nyíregyháza and Postal Cards (1944-1945)
by Gábor Voloncs

Dr. Gábor Bernáth’s book about the post-World War II local issues
from Nyíregyháza promises to be the exceptionally exciting philatelic
publication of the year.
Dr. Bernáth’s book starts out by reviewing the previously published
articles and analyses regarding this topic. He analyzes the design, production,
and utilization of the provisional postage stamps and postal stationery of the
town of Nyíregyháza. He reproduces the printing variations in the designs of
the two separate issues and helps collectors to determine authenticity. The
book reproduces these issues both in unused as well as postally used condition
and discusses their utilization. He expands on which of the Nyíregyháza postal
branches utilized this local issue that, up until now, was presumed to be limited
to the city’s main post office.
The book contains over 100 illustrations in color; however, its printing is
limited to 400 copies. It is a worthwhile reference for this little explored
philatelic area. The book’s introduction and the titles of all illustrations are in
both Hungarian and English.
Dr. Bernáth earned a doctorate in chemistry and was a founding member of
the Hungarian Philatelic Scientific Association and the European Philatelic
Academy. Unfortunately, he did not live to see the publication of his book.
Nevertheless, he left behind a wonderful legacy.
Inquiries about purchasing the book should be directed to Mrs. Bernáth at
bernathgne@gmail.com. The publication price is HUF 5,900 plus shipping.


AN INVITATION TO SEAPEX 2012
The 2012 meeting of the Society
Hungarian Philately will be held at
SEAPEX, in Seattle, Washington, October
26-28. SEAPEX is a trial WSP show with
120 judged frames of exhibits and an
unjudged Club Showcase section, which
will include a frame from SHP. The show
will be held in the Exhibition Hall at
Seattle Center. The exhibit jury will be
made up of APS-accredited judges, such as
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Dominick Riccio, who is knowledgeable about Eastern European philately. SHP will have a board
meeting and an open meeting about Hungarian philately at the show. For exhibit prospectus and
entry form, contact SEAPEX@comcast.net or write to SEAPEX, P. O. Box 98403, Des Moines WA
98198. The deadline for submitting exhibit entries is 15 August. Hotels near Seattle Center include
Hampton Inn (206.282.7700), Four Points Sheraton (206.282.2600), and Best Western Executive Inn
(206.448.9444). Come to Seattle, bring your exhibits, attend the meetings, patronize the bourse,
socialize with your fellow Hungarian philatelists, and enjoy the ambiance of the City on the Sound.


THE 1853 ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT ON THE LIFE OF EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSEPH
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
On 18 February 1853, Hungarian nationalist János Lébényi made an
attempt to assassinate the Emperor during one of his casual strolls.
Lébényi’s sinister motivation stemmed from the fact that the young
emperor was responsible for the crushing of the 1848-49 Hungarian War
of Independence and the brutal reprisals that followed. Francis Joseph
was walking along the city bastion with one of his officers, Maximilian
Karl Lamoral O'Donnell, when Libényi struck him from behind with a
knife aimed straight at the neck. The emperor almost always wore a
military uniform, which had a high collar that completely enclosed the
neck. This collar was made out of a very sturdy material exactly to
counter this kind of attack. Even though the Emperor was wounded, the
collar saved his life. O'Donnell struck Libényi down with his saber. With
the help of another witness, the butcher Joseph Ettenreich, they quickly
overwhelmed Libényi. For his brave deed, O'Donnell was made a Count
of the Habsburg Empire and conferred with the Commander’s Cross of
the Royal Order of Leopold. Ettenreich was later elevated to nobility by
the Emperor. Libényi, on the other hand, was put on trial and condemned
to death for attempted regicide. He was executed on the Simmeringer
Heide. After this unsuccessful attack, the Emperor’s brother Ferdinand
Maximilian Joseph, later the Emperor of Mexico, called upon Europe’s
royal families for donations to erect a new church on the site of the attack
as a votive offering for the survival of the Emperor. Today, the Votivekirche is located on
Ringstraße in the district of Alsergrund close to the University of Vienna.
/Basic information courtesy of Wikipedia./

Above: WIPA Wien 1965 stamp
showing a view of Vienna to the
northwest with the Votivekirche
(Scott # Austria B313).
Left: The Votivekirche.

A contemporary painting depicting the
assassination attempt on Francis Joseph.
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HUNGARIAN POSTAL RATES FOR 2011
The rate increases for the year 2012 represent about a 15% increases for domestic rates at all
weight increments. The rates to Europe and other destinations seem to have been derived by using a
random number generator. There is a mixed bag of rates that stayed the same, some that went up
slightly, and some that were actually reduced from last year’s rates.
(US $1 = ~ HUF 220.-)
/Information in the table was compiled from the web page of the Hungarian Post/
New Hungarian Postal Rates
(simplified version)
Standard letter1 to 30gm
Standard letter1 to 20gm
Letter up to 20gm, non-standard
Letter up to 50gm
Letter up to 100gm
Letter up to 250gm
Letter up to 500gm
Letter up to 750gm
Letter up to 1000gm
Letter up to 1500gm
Letter up to 2000gm
Post Card
M Bag up to 5kg
M Bag over 5kg, per kg

E-mail notification
Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Collect on Delivery
Registration
Certified/Tértivevény
Official Correspondence
“ delivered to addressee only
Deliver to addressee only
Declared value

Domestic
Non-priority
Priority
8.105.130.12.2.-140.180.185.230.225.290.410.495.675.810.840.1,030.80.105.55.1.670.- (non-standard)
1,115 (standard)
295.240.155.315.390.220.365.- (up to 10.000Ft)

1 January 2012
Europe
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.235.260.2.270.300.360.400.585.650.990.1.100.1.665.1,850.2.880.3.200.4.050.4.500.5.040.5.600.235.260.5.400.6.000.720.800.55.335.700.350.350.350.- for each 5.000Ft

Other Destinations
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.300.270.2.310.340.2.370.415.460.3.780.675.745.110.1.140.1.255.1.915.2,105.3.310.3.440.4.660.5,125.5.800.6.380.270.300.6.210.6.830.830.910.55.335.700.350.350.350.- for each 5.000Ft

Footnote:
1
The “Standard Envelope” dimensions are 114 x 162 mm (minimum) and 110 x 220 mm (maximum).


THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

I would like to encourage our members to visit the Mafitt webste (www.mafitt.hu) and, on the
opening page, individually click on the highlighted text:
A Mafitt 20 éve képekben - emlékképek, 6 Mbyte
A Mafitt 20 éve képekben - szemelvények, 10 Mbyte
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This will bring up two slide shows showing the personalities and activities of Mafitt in the past
twenty years. There are images of world-renowned Hungarian philatelists (both ethnic Hungarians
and non-natives), many of whom are no longer with us, unfortunately. Several of them were and are
members of our society or have published articles on the pages of this newsletter. This is a good way
to put a face with a name.
Our member Frank Schubert announced the publication of
his book, Hungarian Borderlands from the Habsburg Empire
to the Axis Alliance, the Warsaw Pact, and the European
Union. As we know, our philatelic interests are closely tied to
the history of Hungary’s fluctuating borders. Frank’s book
focuses on Hungary’s history in the 20th Century as seen through
its border complexities. The book employs this example of
shifting border to shed light on the development of European
history through an in-depth examination of border decomposition,
recreation and destruction in 20th Century Hungary. Frank was a
historian in the U.S. Department of Defense for 26 years and was
a Fulbright lecturer at the Babes-Bólyai University in
Cluj/Kolozsvár, Rumania. Information about ordering the book
may be had from Orca Book Services, Unit 3A, Fleets Corner
Industrial Estate, Poole, Dorset BH17 0HL, United Kingdom. Email inquiries can be sent to orders@orcabookservices.co.uk. For
additional information, the author may be contacted via the
website, www.captainbuffalo.com.
Árpád Göncz, the first President (1990-2000) of post-communist Hungary, celebrated his
90th birthday in February. I had the pleasure of meeting him in Indianapolis in May, 1990 when he
was invited to deliver the commencement address at Butler University. I was in the audience as a
guest of Professor János Horváth. Interestingly enough, Dr. Horváth re-settled in Hungary and is
currently the chronologically oldest serving member of the Hungarian Parliament. In 2000, Liberia
issued sheets of stamps showing the portraits of all heads of state in the new millennium.

Left: Unfortunately, a poor quality photo of President-elect Göncz following his commencement address at
Butler University. On the right side of the picture is my profile (photo courtesy of the late Dr. Lajos Kovács).
Right: Stamp from Liberia with the portrait of President Göncz.

Alexios Papadopoulos shared an eBay purchase of the UPI wire services news release photo
of the Greek Imre Nagy stamp from 11 December 1959. The text accompanying the photo reads:
Stamped Answer / Athens, Greece: Just issued by Greek postal authorities, this new stamp portrays
former Hungarian Premier Imre Nagy, who was executed as one of the authors of Hungary’s 1956
rebellion against Russian domination. The stamp, reading “Freedom to the People,” is reportedly in
retaliation for Russia’s issuance of a stamp bearing a likeness of Greek communist leader Manolis
Glezos after he had been convicted to espionage and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment by an
Athens court. / Credit line (UPI Photo) 12/11/59.
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Left: A commercial cover
that I was lucky to acquire
recently franked with the
Greek 6 drachma Imre
Nagy stamp. The air mail
cover was mailed from
Pireus on 12 December
1959 and arrived in
Bombay, India on 15
December.

Larry Toomey pointed out that Hungarian coins struck for
circulation in 2012 will bear the inscription MAGYARORSZÁG instead
of MAGYAR KÖZTÁRSASÁG. The text change from the ‘Republic
of Hungary’ is in keeping with the national law enacted last year that
inaugurated a new constitution for the country. Interestingly, postage
stamps already carry the inscription MAGYARORSZÁG since the text
MAGYAR POSTA was replaced first with the Eötvös stamp (Scott no.
3277) issued in 1991 shown on the right.

Finally, I would like to welcome the newest member of my family, granddaughter Madeline
Alexis Kohalmi, who was born on February 15th. Needless to say that Diane and I are extremely
happy at having FIVE grandchildren. Never in our wildest dreams did we imagine that we would be
proud grandparents of four girls and one boy. Maddie’s picture is shown on page 16.
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THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN ARTIC EXPEDITION AND THE DISCOVERY OF
FRANZ JOSEF LAND (1872-1874)
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Franz Josef Land (Russian: Земля ФранцаИосифа, Zemlya Frantsa-Iosifa) is the last land mass on
earth to be discovered. The archipelago actually may
have been discovered by the Norwegian sealers Nils
Fredrik Rønnbeck and Aidijärvi aboard the schooner
Spidsbergen in 1865.
They sailed eastward from
Svalbard until they reached a new land, denoted as
Nordøst-Spitsbergen, but they may not have gone ashore;
and the new islands were soon forgotten.
The 1872–74 expedition was financed to the
tune of 175,000 florins by Count Johann Nepomuk
Wilczek (1837–1922) and Hungarian Count Ödön Zichy
(1811–1894) with the primary intention of finding a
Novaja Zemlya
north-west passage and with the secondary goal of
reaching the North Pole.
The primary vessel of the expedition was the Tegetthoff, a three-masted schooner of 220 tons,
38.34 m long, with a 100 hp (75 Kw) steam engine, constructed in Bremerhaven. The Tegetthoff with
her crew of 24 left Tromsø, Norway on 14 July 1872 commanded by Captain Karl Weyprecht (18381881). Julius Payer (1842-1915) was in charge of the expedition. He had been a member of a
German polar expedition earlier in 1869-70. Only one member of the multi-national crew, Dr. Gyula
Kepes, was Hungarian. In addition to providing medical services, he was in charge of collecting
animal and botanical specimens.
The Tegetthoff actually started
exploring the area northwest of the
islands of Novaya Zemlya. On or about
20 August 1872, she got locked in packice and drifted to hitherto unknown polar
regions. It was on this drift a year later
on 30 August 1873 when the explorers
discovered an archipelago which they
named Franz-Josef Land after AustroHungarian Emperor Franz Joseph I. The
1
drifting ice carried the captive Tegetthoff
close to the shore of one of the islands
allowing the explorers to spend their first
arctic night in relative safety. It was not
until the end of the second arctic night
that the party was able to land on the
A modern-day map of the Franz Josef Land Archipelago. The
islands. By this time their health started
island of Wilczek Land (1) still retains its name, but the name
to deteriorate. Fresh meat was scarce
Zichy Land seems to have been lost.
because the seals had migrated away. A
machinist passed away from scurvy. Still, Payer and a few of his more able-bodied crew were able to
navigate around the islands by rowboat on two occasions and map their new discovery. They named
various geographical formations after Austro-Hungarian personalities and place-names such as Cape
Tegetthoff, Prince Rudolf Island (the then still living son of Emperor Francis Joseph), Wiener
Neustadt Island, Teplitz Bay (named after Payer’s birthplace), Cape Wien, Cape Budapest, Austria
Strait, and so forth. Wilczek Land and Zichy Land, obviously, were named after two persons
responsible for financing the expedition. Wilczek Land still shows up on the current maps that I
found, but Zichy Land has disappeared. Later day explorers seem to have changed its name to Hall
Island. Similarly, I could not locate the name ‘Cape Budapest.’
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By May 1874, Captain Weyprecht decided to abandon the ice-locked ship because of its
precarious tilt and damage from the crushing ice. The group started to return by sleds and boats.
Unfortunately, most of the collected specimens were left on board the abandoned vessel. On 24
August 1874 the survivors reached the open sea near Novaja Zemlya and were rescued by the Russian
whaling ship Nikolaj. On 3 September 1874 they landed back in Norway.
The expedition yielded various results in the fields of meteorology, astronomy, geodesy,
magnetism, zoology, and sightings of aurora borealis. They were published by the Academy of
Sciences in 1878. In addition, they were published in the book, The Austro-Hungarian North Pole
Expedition 1872-74, edited and illustrated with his own paintings by Payer, probably the only
paintings of a polar expedition created by the explorer himself.
Since the expedition was privately financed, Franz Josef Land was never claimed for AustriaHungary. Today it is a part of Russia and is administered by Arkhangelsk Oblast. Franz Josef Land
consists of 191 ice-covered islands with a total area of 16,134 km2 (6,229 sq mi). It has no native
inhabitants, but several settlements have been built by Russian settlers. They rely solely on walrus
and seal meat.

Cap Buda Pesth

Zichy Land

Wilczek Land

Julius von Payer, Arctic explorer.

Payer’s map made during the exploration.

Payer-Weyprecht Expedition 20 euro coin minted by Austria in 2005.
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Philatelically, Sigmund Friedl prepared four private labels commemorating the expedition.
Regrettably, I do not have access to illustrations. Later, the Viennese Grillparzer organization issued
a series of labels. The triangular one illustrated below commemorates Cap Budapest. The Austrian
Post commemorated the 100th anniversary of the expedition in 1973 with a single stamp showing
Payer’s rendition of the Tegetthoff trapped in ice.

Commemorative cancellation honoring Julius von Payer and the crew of the Austro-Hungarian Polar
Expedition used in Torda/Turda, Romania, 7 December 2007.

Left: Austrian post card showing Carl Weyprecht’s
portrait issued in conjunction with the International
Polar Year Stamp Exhibition in Vienna, 4 May 1951.
Right: Julius Payer cancellation from
Gyulafehérvár/Alba Iulia, Romania on 9 January 1992.
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References:
Fülöp, Sándor, 120 éve fedezték fel a Ferenc József-földet, Bélyegvilág, 1994 szeptember, pp. 12-13.
Székely, Imre, Északi-sarki expedició, Filatéliai Szemle, 1972. III., pp. 16-17.
Wikipedia


ITEMS FROM OUR READERS: ANOTHER “BAKAR-BUCCARI” CANCEL
by Alan Soble

One of the pseudo-philatelic problems I have been facing over the last three years or so is that
my temporary stock books of various sizes, shapes, composition, and national origin, which were
intended to house, for a few months, material that was destined to be more orderly arranged in albums
or binders consisting of high-quality display pages, still contain stamps, postal cards, covers,
clippings, Cinderella’s, dreck, and druchsache, the quantity of which can now be honestly described
as monstrously mountainous. Most of the problem was caused by buying thousands and thousands of
stamps from Austrian Bohemia, Austrian Moravia, Austrian Silesia, Austrian Slovenia, Austrian
Dalmatia, Austrian Bosnia, Austrian Poland-Ukraine, Hungarian Slovakia, Hungarian Romania,
Hungarian Fiume, Hungarian Croatia, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, the S.H.S. Kingdom,
Yugoslavia, Tsarist Russia, and Senegal. I searched through these thousands desperately searching
(as the reader knows) for, among other trifles, German-town-name excised Austrian cancels, defaced
crown of St. Stephen cancels, and between-the-World-Wars Slovak-Hungarian bilingual cancels on
which barely one letter of a Hungarian town name could be seen under 10x magnification. One
unanticipated result of spending this time with “temporary” philatelic items, instead of focusing on
the usual philatelic task of adding stamps to my albums, was my ignoring, for long stretches of time,
and forgetting, exactly what I had permanently stored in my albums. My two stamps with BakarBuccari cancels, the images of which appeared in the last issue of The News (43:1 [2012], p. 14),
were found in one of my temporary stock books. Recently I had a specific reason for browsing
through my pre-WWI Hungarian albums: I wondered whether I had any Vágujhely, Vágújhely, Vág
Ujhely, or Vág Újhely cancels. But right now that is beside the point. I stumbled across (see the
images) a beautiful (in color, anyway) Bakar-Buccari cancel on piece. The small clipping is
composed of a blue 5 kr envelope indicium and an 1874 red 5 kr envelope stamp with, of course, a
red numeral. The indicium and the stamp were cancelled on 1/11 1878. The town on Bakar-Buccari
is located in the Hungarian vármegye (county) of Modrus-Fiume.
On the reverse is the Hungarian word “Utalványdíjak”
(“money order fees,” Csaba tells me) and part of a Croatian word,
“Pristojb,” which means “fee(s).” We have, then, another case of
the oddity pointed out by our editor: a Croat-Italian bilingual
cancel on a Hungarian-Croatian bilingual postal auxiliary.
(Maybe someone will figure out and tell us what language the
marking “ACENO” [or “ACENU”] is from and what it means.)
/My guess is that the word is “PLAĆENO” which is Croatian for
“PAID” indicating that the post office paid out the amount sent
to the recipient. Ed./
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MORE COMMENTARY FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Re: the ‘Paid’ markings on money order forms as noted in Alan Soble’s Bakar-Buccari item
on the previous page. The marking ‘KIFIZETTETETT’ is frequently found on used money order
forms. It indicated that the receiving post office paid the amount of money sent to the addressee. The
buyer of the money order paid this amount plus the fee shown in the ‘Utalványdijak’ portion of the
form at his post office. At the receiving post office, the form was marked ‘paid’ (meaning ‘paid out’)
and then was sent to some central office for accounting purposes. The accounting office kept the
forms for a long period of time. Later, they were declared ‘surplus’ and sold to stamp dealers, scrap
paper handlers, or to whomever might have wanted them. The same storage principle applied to
parcel slips as well. Hence, we collectors have a large supply of these in the philatelic marketplace
today. Some dealers kept the forms intact, some cut off the strips with the stamps, some just cut out
the stamps with the cancellations. (‘Phooey on them,’ commented Alan Soble.)
Shown on the left, the illustrated
postal card was invalidated for postage
and served as a vehicle for official
correspondence. The printed text on
the back side identified the way that
surplus postal forms were sold in 1937:
Because of your inquiry, I am
notifying you that the postal directorate
instructed the stamp marketing office to
sell parcel post letters of transit
declared as surplus for the period of
January-May 1932 in 5kg packages for
6 P (pengő) + 3% sales tax of 18 fillér
+ 10 fillér packing cost. Please advise
us within 7 days using a postage-paid
postcard if you desire to purchase one
increment from this lot. Please indicate
your correct address and whether you
intend to pick up the lot directly at the
material storage office or if you desire
it to be shipped to you by post. The
available material is limited. If you
miss out on a lot because of orders
received earlier, your request will be
kept on file for the June-December
1932 sale. All previous requests have
been invalidated. I will not be keeping
on file any other requests for surplus
stamp material. Instead, starting next
year in October, orders for the
following year’s sale of parcel slips
Advice of sale from the stamp marketing office of the Hungarian
sent in on postage paid postcard will be
Royal Post from 1937. Surplus material was sold after being in
accepted in the order of receipt.
storage for five years.
In post World War II Hungary, traffic fines and other fines for minor infractions could be
paid by buying revenue stamps at the post office and affixing them to a postcard. The post office then
cancelled both the postage and the revenue stamps. Again, these cards were retained for several
years, but later they were sold to whomever for the stamps. Because of counterfeiting problems, the
use revenue stamps was discontinued around 2005, and the fines now have to paid using IBAN
money transfers, either through a bank or the a post office.
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Also, collectors often encounter postal stationery entires with a circular punch through the
middle. These postal forms, stamped envelopes, and postal cards are usually addressed but not
cancelled. The reason for their existence is the Hungarian Post’s policy of exchanging spoiled items.
This policy is in effect even today. The spoiled pieces were invalidated with a hole punch
approximately one centimeter in diameter and then sent to the accounting department. Eventually,
they were sold to buyers in similar fashion to the items mentioned above.
I’ve encountered business mail with two circular hole punches. These envelopes and
postcards were punched so that they could be loaded and filed on metal rods in a cabinet drawer.
Eventually, many examples of these found their way into the philatelic marketplace as well.
I was fascinated to learn about the Hungarian connection with the 1912 RMS Titanic disaster.
The centennial of the tragic event on 15 April 1912 was prominently featured in the news recently.
As we known, the RMS Carpathia intercepted the distress signal from the Titanic, steamed to the site
of the sinking, and rescued 705 survivors from the icy North Atlantic. At the time, the Carpathia was
sailing from New York to Fiume, Hungary on its regular winter schedule. She was approximately 58
miles from the last known position of the Titanic when Captain A.H. Rostron ordered a change in
course. He was risking the Carpathia as well since she was about to enter the same iceberg infested
waters that claimed the Titanic. Captain Rostron ordered the ship’s heating and hot water cut in order
to provide all steam available to the ship’s engines. The Carpathia arrived on the scene at 4:00 AM.
Three doctors were on board the Carpathia, one of whom was Dr. Árpád Lengyel, a Hungarian. Of
the three, he was the only one trained in rescue, so Captain Rostron assigned him to receive the
victims from the lifeboats and to perform triage. Most of them were suffering from shock and
hypothermia, but there were many with broken bones as a result of jumping into the lifeboats or
because of falling objects. After the rescue, the Carpathia returned to New York three days later. It
resumed its voyage to Fiume on the day after depositing the rescued passengers. Dr. Lengyel never
sailed again after he set foot on Hungarian soil. His story was related on the Magyar Nemzet website,
mno.hu, by his granddaughter, Mrs. Péter Völgyi, ne Márta Reich. The Carpathia’s story ended
when she was torpedoed and sunk in the Celtic Sea on 15 July 1918 by a German submarine.

x

RMS Carpathia

Above: Officers of the RMS
Carpathia. Captain Rostron is
seated near the center of the
photograph. Dr. Árpád
Lengyel, standing in the back
row, is marked with an ‘x.’
Left: Dr. Árpád Lengyel.

Left: A photo published in a contemporary issue of
the Tolnai Világlapja showing Dr. Lengyel (top
left) attending a charity soccer match in the
company of Captain Rostron (in bowler hat marked
with a ‘2’) and the Mayor of Budapest, István
Barczy (top, right). The uniformed soldier in the
middle is not identified. The officers of the
Carpathia were awarded silver medals for their
service.
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Dr. Lengyel (1886-1940) was 26 years old when he applied for the position of ship’s doctor
with the Carpathia. The ship needed a doctor fluent in Hungarian to treat the large number of
Hungarian-speaking passengers embarking in Fiume for the long journey to the United States. He
was employed by the Cunard Line for only about one month and made a single voyage from Fiume to
New York and back. Interestingly, he was assigned to the 3rd class cabins. Most likely, a winter
‘cruise’ was cheaper than at other times of the year; and the Hungarian emigrants took advantage of
the lower fares.
While the RMS Titanic
has been celebrated and
continues to be featured on
many
postage
stamps,
especially those issued during
the tragedy’s centennial year, I
located only one stamp
showing the image of the RMS
Carpathia, issued this year by
the Isle of Man.
The cover on the right is
another example of the philately
of
the
1956
Hungarian
Revolution.
The cover was
originally submitted to be carried
on the first direct Sabena flight
between Bruxelles and Budapest
in November 1956. The stamp
was cancelled on 4 November
1956. Because of the Russian
invasion,
the
flight
was
postponed until 13 March 1957
and the cover was endorsed Vol
Différé / Flight Delayed.
Similarly, the label on
right is a 1956 Hungarian
Revolution topical. It was printed
by the Polish underground
movement
Solidarność
to
remember
the
Communist
aggression in Poznan, Warsaw,
and Budapest in 1956. Such labels
were a popular propaganda tool in
the 1980s when Poland was ruled
under martial law.
I would also like to thank Miklos Tecsy for his labor of love in compiling the Concordance
of Catalog Numbers for Hungarian and occupation-era stamp issues. Mikos sent me his files over
nine years ago; and I had originally intended to publish them as a separate monograph. As with
many good-intentioned projects, this did not happen. In the last few issues, I started to insert a page
or two; and I will now make a concerted effort to finish this task in the newsletter issues to come.
Miklos diligently complemented the work that William Domonkos had pursued for many years, the
work that became SHP Monograph no. 7. Bill’s listings went as far as 1980; and, with a small
overlap for the same year, Miklos continued Bill’s work.
I’m extending my apologies to our readers for the disjointed order the articles appear in this
newsletter. As of mid-April, I had only 14 pages filled, so, up to that point, I spent my time in
paginating the available material. As new stuff began arriving later in the month, I did not want to go
back and repaginate, so I just started tacking material to whatever I already had in place.
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Finally, I would like to
share a picture with our readers.
It was published in the book
Revolution in Hungary written
by Erich Lessing (Thames &
Hudson, London, 2006). The
picture
is
an
illustrated
commentary
of
primitive
Hungarian rural life in 1956. It
shows a horse-drawn mail coach
on a muddy, unimproved road in
Karcag. Magyar Posta hoofing it
in the mud!


BOOK REVIEW:
A Magyar Királyi Tábori Posta a II. világháborúban 1938-1948 /
The Hungarian Royal Fieldpost In World War II 1938-1948
Monograph, Handbook, and Catalog
by János Dán

I would like to intorduce a unique book to our readers. It is
unique because such a comprehensive work about the funtioning
of the Hungarian Royal Fieldpost during the Second Word War
has never been compiled either from a historical or a philatelic
perspective. It is unique because its publication was preceded by
many years of research work in archives, museums, and reference
books in addition to collecting actual examples. It is unique
beause it illustrates the funtioning of the fieldpost through the use
of 1617 previously unpublished examples, pictures, and tables. It
is unique because it is accompanied by a DVD that shows in color
the black-and-white illustrations contained in the book. (These
color illustrations can be enlarged on a computer screen to show
great detail.) It is unique because, for the first time, it assigns
catalog values to postally used examples.
The author deals with the subject in great detail, a subject
that nobody paid much attention to in the past 70 years. He
demonstrates how the fieldpost mailings were organized. He
elaborates on the correspondence of the conscripts of labor batallions and the prisoners of war. He
categorizes the cancellations used by the fieldpost offices. He expands the book to include the
fieldpost used by the democratic armed forces, the field supply offices, the social organizations
dealing with prisoners of war and the communication service organized by the Red Cross.
The book does not neglect to provide a historical background in order to supplement the
operation of the fieldpost offices. The reader can more readily place each mailing into the proper
historical perspective whether it was sent in wartime or at a time of POW captivity.
With the aid of this publication, collectors, interested parties, family members and other
relatives an identify examples in their possession as to unit and and its assignment at the time a card
or letter was sent by a soldier, who may have been their father or grandfather. The same
identification is possible for the POW correspondence showing which camp in Russia the writer may
have sent a card signalling that he was alive.
The book also functions as a catalog because of its extensive content of illustations, tables,
and pricing indications. This can be of great help to collectors, who have been waiting for such a
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publication. It will allow them to organize their collections and contribute to the popularization of
this topic. The author made a great head start with his thorough, dedicated, and knowledgable
approach to the book. The author’s style lends itself for easy and enjoyable reading. This book is
heartily recommended to postal history collectors and World War II afficinados interested in the story
of the fieldpost and the correspondence of prisoners of war.
Page size A5, paperbound, 512 pages, 1617 black and white illustration with supplemental
DVD showing them in color. Price: US$30 + shipping. ISBN: 9780963082625-9. The book may be
ordered from the author, János Dán, H-1461 Budapest, P.O. Box 76, Hungary. Inquiries may be
made via email at fieldposthungary@yahoo.com. Payment can be made by check in US $ to a US
address. Shipping cost is approximately $20 via registered mail to the United States.
Visit the website www.taboriposta.hu for more information in Hungarian, English or German.


CATALOGUE OF THE POSTAGE AND REVENUE STAMPS OF HUNGARY
TRANSLATIONS from Page 407
by Robert Lauer

1919. TEMESVAR (I) (SERBIAN OCCUPATION)
Overprint Characteristics: the number on the 10f on 2f comes in 2 sizes. The overprint should
show through as raised on the back of the stamp. These stamps were issued and only used on regular
mail by offices in Bács-Bodrog, Krassó-Szörény, Temes and Torontál counties. These items are rare.
Used stamps command a 100% premium.
There are 2 varieties of numerals (large and small) on the 10f on 2f stamps. The price of the large
numeral variety is twice that of the small numeral variety.
1919. TEMESVAR (II) (SERBIAN OCCUPATION)
Overprint Characteristics: Lithographed. The overprint is not raised on the back of the stamp. The
lines of the overprint are not sharp.
Philatelic covers. Use on regular mail was rare.
1919. TEMESVAR (III) (ROMANIAN OCCUPATION)
Overprint Characteristics: The lines of the overprint are not sharp. On the postage due stamps with
the horizontal hatch lines covering the numbers, the lines run together in many cases.
Philatelic covers. Use on regular mail was rare.


THE EDITOR WITH HIS GRANDCHILDREN
Left: Madeline,
born on
15 February 2012.
Right:
Brianna (9),
Abigail (9),
Zachary (4); and
Lillian (6).
Happy May and
July 2012
birthdays
to all of my
darlings!
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VÁGÚJHELY
by Alan Soble

I. GEOGRAPHY AND CARTOGRAPHIC ORTHOGRAPHY
My title was chosen whimsically, because strong arguments could be presented for other
"correct" Hungarian spellings of the name of the town, or for different correct spellings at various
times in the town’s (or Hungary’s) history. The literal meaning might be taken to be “New Place
[Town] on the Vág [River],” although the name of the river is “Váh” in Slovakian, giving rise to
“Nové Mesto nad Váhom” (= New Town over the Váh), and "Waag" in German, which gives rise to
the exonym “Neustadt an der Waag” (= New City on the Waag). None of these thematic variations is
unique to this town. The names “Újhely” (“Ujhely”), “Nové Mesto,” and “Neustadt” proliferate
throughout Central Europe.
The location of the town (if I am permitted to speak of Vágújhely and Nové Mesto nad
Váhom as the same town with merely different names, in the way that “Morning Star” and “Evening
Star” both denote the planet Venus) is a little fuzzy, although only a little. The web site “Hungarian
Village Finder” lists “Vagujhely” (sans diacritics) as a town in Trencsén Vármegye; the web site also
lists “Vagujhely” as being a town in neighboring Nyitra Vármegye.1 We might speculate that part of
the town was on the Trencsén side of the river and (a larger) part on the Nyitra side. An analogy
would be the division of a single Eastern Silesian city into two parts by the Olza River: the AustrianCzech Teschen/Těšín (Český Těšín) on one side, the Polish Cieszyn on the other. The cancel in
Figure 1 goes a long way toward settling the issue, placing Vágújhely in Nyitra Vármegye, at least in
1885 (and, so, why not all the way to 1918?)

Figure 1. This Hungarian stamp is the pink and red 5kr from the 1881
Envelope issue (wtmk.: I-Vj). The date on the cancel is February 11,
[18]85. Orthographists, take note: The town name, as indicated by the
space after “G,” is made up of a small piece followed by a separate larger
piece.

According to Wikipedia, Nové Mesto nad Váhom is in the Trenčín “region” of Slovakia,
which suggests (not surprisingly) that the border between the two Hungarian Vármegye of Nyitra and
Trencsén was changed after 1918 and that the Slovakian “regions” of Nitra and Trenčín were not
isomorphic with their territorial predecessors. This fluidity might explain the ambivalence of the
Hungarian Village Finder web site about the location of Vágújhely. Further, a geopolitical entity, the
Nové Mesto nad Váhom “District,” was “until 1918 . . . mostly part of . . . Hungarian . . . Nitra [yet] .
. . an area in the north form[ed] part of . . . Trenčín.”2 The Hungarian Village Finder may have
confused the "Okres" (county) with the "Mesto" (city).
The maps (1890-1910) of the region pretty clearly plop Vágújhely in Nyitra Vármegye, more
than a stone's throw to the west of the Vág, but aside from this matter the cartographers add to,
instead of resolving, the orthographic confusions that have already emerged (contrast the Figure 1
caption with my title). Figure 2 is a cropped image of a map of Trencsén Vármegye (with a bit of
Nyitra) that shows “Vágújhely” at Trencsén's SW corner ― spelled as one word with rövid diacritics
on both the “á” and the “ú,” as in the title of this essay. Figure 3 is a cropped image of a map of
Nyitra Vármegye (with a bit of Trencsén) that shows the town Vágújhely in Nyitra's northern area ―
spelled with two hyphenated words, both capitalized, with a rövid diacritic attached to the “á” yet no
diacritic on the “U”: “Vág-Ujhely.” The map in Figure 3 contains yet another occurrence of the
name, this time rendered as the one-word, hyphenless, adjectival “Vágujhelyi.”
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Figure 2. A fin de siècle map of Hungarian Slovakia
Figure 3. A fin de siècle map of “Upper Hungary,”
(or “Upper Hungary”), capturing parts of Nyitra
showing parts of Trencsén Vármegye and Nyitra
Vármegye and Trencsén Vármegye. The town
Vármegye. The town is clearly west of the Vág.
Vágújhely is well to the west of the Vág. Its name is
Its name is spelled “Vág-Ujhely.” Below the town
spelled “Vágújhely.”
name, “Vágujhelyi j.” (‘j.’ = ‘járás,’ the abbreviation for
the Administrative District of Vágujhely) can be seen.

II. AUSTRIAN PHILATELIC ORTHOGRAPHY,3 1850-1867
We have already seen that questions about the “correct” spelling of the town's name are not
going to be answered easily, if at all. The question might be technically “meaningless.” But let’s
plow ahead, anyway, starting with the stamps of Austria used in the Kingdom of Hungary.
Figure 4 (left). A red 5 kr 1863-64
Austrian stamp (perforated 9½)
used in Hungary, cancelled “VAG
ÚJHELY.”
Figure 5 (right). A blue 15 kr
1860-61 Austrian stamp used in
Hungary, apparently cancelled
“VAG UJHELY.”5

Figure 4 displays a red 5kr from the 1863-64 issue. The name of the town is divided into two
pieces, “VAG” and “ÚJHELY.” The “Ú” has a prominent diacritic. I suspect, but am not certain,
that the inking of the “A” in “VAG” and its position on the embossed (not flat) coat of arms both
interfere with the visibility of the rövid diacritic. I am not certain, because the “A” in “VAG
UJHELY” in Figure 5, on a blue 15kr from the 1860-61 issue, seems not to have a diacritic at all.
Nor does the “U.” (This figure demonstrates the loss of clarity that occurs when converting a color
image to grayscale.)4
Going back a decade, to the 1850 issue, we find the orthographic “freak” shown in Figure 6:
on this brown 6kr imperforate stamp, the rövid diacritics on the “Á” and the “Ú” appear as fat blobs
of black ink and the two pieces of the town name are separated not by a space, or a dash, or a hyphen,
but by a colon: “VÁG: ÚJHELY” (which might be rendered literally as “VÁG: A NEW TOWN”).
Further, there is definitely a space between the colon and the “Ú,” which is consistent with normal
use of the colon in American English6 and likely more widely than that. I did not remember ever
seeing a Hungarian town name with pieces separated ― or joined ― by a colon. When I searched
through my Austria-Used-in-Hungary (-and-elsewhere) album, however, I found three colon cancels
that I had never noticed: two on Austrian stamps used in Hungary and one on an Austrian stamp used
in Bohemia (see Figures 7, 8, and 9). As illustrated by Térfi Béla, cancels with colons were not
uncommon in the pre-stamp era and continued to be used briefly beyond 1850.7 Indeed, the drawing
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of the VÁG: ÚJHELY (1850) cancel on page 240 of his book is virtually identical to the image in
Figure 6.8 Note that sometimes the colon is used to abbreviate a town name or to produce a
contraction of a town name (as in Figures 7, 8, and 9, and several of the towns mentioned in note 7),
and sometimes the colon is used to separate or join together9 two pieces of a full town name (as in
Figure 6 and other towns listed in note 7).

Figure 6. A brown 6kr 1850
Austrian stamp used in Hungary,
cancelled “VÁG: ÚJHELY.”

Figure 7. Two 1858 Austrian stamps,
a brown 10kr (on the left of the piece)
and a red 5kr (on the right), cancelled
“SEPSISZ: GYÖRGY,” which is an
abbreviation of “Sepsiszentgyörgy”
(Háromszék Vármegye). The town is
called “Sfântu Gheorghe” in
Romanian. It now has a population of
55,000, 75% of which is Hungarian,
and in 1952-1960 it was located in the
“Magyar Autonomous Region.”10

Figure 8. A brown 10kr 1861
Austrian stamp, cancelled
“SÁROS N: PATAK,” an
abbreviation of
“Sárosnagypatak” (in the
southern half of Zemplén
Vármegye); now simply
“Sárospatak.”

Figure 9 (left). A red 5kr 1863-64
(perforated 9 ½) Austrian stamp,
cancelled “BÖHM: TRÜBAU,” an
abbreviation of the German
exonym “Böhmisch Trübau.” The
town, in the Czech Republic, is
called “Česká Třebová.”
Figure 10 (right). A red 5kr from
the 1867 joint Austria-Hungary
issue, cancelled “V[A/Á]G
ÚJHELY.”

Yet another cancel on an Austrian stamp returns us to the comparatively orthographic sanity
(or banality) of the cancel with which we began this section, the one shown in Figure 4. In Figure 10
a relevantly identical cancel on the red 5kr of the joint Austria-Hungary 1867 issue is shown. The
town name is composed of two separate words, there is no hyphen or colon between the two parts of
the name, and even though we cannot discern a diacritic on the underinked "A," there is surely a rövid
diacritic on the "Ú" ― that thin light hair of black ink.
III. HUNGARIAN PHILATELIC ORTHOGRAPHY, 1874-1910
The history of the orthography of Hungarian cancellations during the last quarter of the 19th
Century and the pre-war beginning of the 20th Century (and beyond) is a topic beset with
complexities: in and outs, ups and downs, rights and lefts, ons and offs. (Thanks to Katy Perry, “Hot
N Cold.”) We are concerned now with the cancels of only own town, Vágújhely, but even here we
continue to find something less than a fully-satisfying standardization.11 I will exhibit and examine
the vagaries of Vágújhely cancels in chronological order.
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Figure 11(left). A pink and red 5kr
from (I think) the 1874 Envelope issue,
cancelled “VÁG ÚJHELY.”
Figure 12 (right). A red with light
blue background and 15kr black
numeral from the 1889 Envelope issue
(wtmk.: I-Vj; electrotype, perforated
12x1l ¾), cancelled “VÁG ÚJHELY.”

The two cancels shown in Figure 11 (on an 1874 Envelope) and Figure 12 (on an 1889
Envelope) are the same; it is the two-diacritic, two-worded cancel, with a space (without a colon or
hyphen) between the two parts of the town name: “VÁG ÚJHELY.” The cancel in the next image, on
an Envelope stamp affixed to a post card, is different from these two in one significant respect. The
front of the card and its back are shown in Figure 13; imprinted on the card, too, is a spelling of the
town name that differs from the spellings in Figure 11, in Figure 12, and in the cancel on the stamp in
Figure 13. This cancel, on a black 1kr Envelope dated [18]99 OCT, is “VÁG – ÚJHELY,” with a
hyphen between the two parts of the town name. That hyphen is missing from the images in Figure
11 and Figure 12. (Figure 14 shows the card's stamp by itself.) Further, on both the front and back
of the card the name is imprinted “VÁGUJHELY”/ “Vágujhely,” one continuous word that lacks a
diacritic on the “u.” (Figure 15 shows cropped areas of both sides of the card.) I can't explain the
difference between how the Postal Service spells the town name and how a resident (Reiss Adolf,
a.k.a. Adolf Reisz) spells it.12 The printing on the card also includes a version of the town's German
name: “Waag-Neustadt.”

Figure 14. Close up of the black 1kr
Envelope stamp that franks the post card in
Figure 13, cancelled with the hyphenated
“VÁG - ÚJHELY” on [18]99 OCT 16. The
card was cancelled with a receiving strike in
Sasvár (also in Nyitra Vármegye, to the west
of Vágújhely) on [18]99 OCT 17. See
Figure 13, in which the handwritten town
destination is provided in German: "Sassin."
The Slovak name is "Šaštín." ("Sárvár"
turned out to be a red herring.)

Figure 13 (left). Two sides of a commercial
post card franked with a black 1kr Envelope
cancelled with the hyphenated “VÁG ÚJHELY” on [18]99 OCT 16.
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Figure 15. Close up of areas of the front
(top) and the back (bottom) of the post card,
showing that the town name is spelled
“VÁGUJHELY”/“Vágujhely” as one word
without a diacritic on the “u.”

One item of Hungarian postal history has five interesting features. (1) Figure 16 shows the
front side of a beautiful tri-color parcel card, on which there is a blue 10 fillér imprinted indicium,
one copy of a green (perforated 15) 60 fillér 1908 or 1909 Turul, and three copies of a purple
(perforated 15) 12 fillér 1908 or 1909 Turul. (2) Another attractive feature of this parcel card is its
having been postmarked by both an older single-circle cancel and a more recent full-bridged Crown
of St. Stephen cancel. The latter, modernist cancel, “VÁG – ÚJHELY,” was applied as the receiving
strike (the town's post offices had by this time graduated upwards from the single-circle cancels we
have already seen); the older cancels were applied as leaving strikes from the southern Hungarian
town of Ó-Stara-Pazua.13 (3) The particular combination of this southern originating town and this
northern destination town is especially noteworthy; both towns were eventually incorporated into
successor states on opposite sides of Hungary. (4) The receiving strike on the front of the card
exhibits the spelling “VÁG – ÚJHELY.” The hyphen and the rövid diacritic on the “Ú” can be seen
easily in this cancel on the front side of the card (see Figure 16 and Figure 18). But the arriving
cancel on the back of the card (Figure 17), although it includes two rövid diacritics (one on the “Á,”
the other on the “Ú”), does not include a hyphen, thereby making the town name one word:
“VÁGÚJHELY.” Both cancels are dated [1]911. What is done by one hand of the Postal Service is
done by the other hand differently. (5) The final feature can be seen in both Figure 16 and Figure 18:
while the Postal Service spells the town name “VÁG – ÚJHELY” and “VÁGÚJHELY,’ the person
who addressed the parcel card in Ó-Stara-Pazua took his or her own, independent third route, spelling
the destination town name as a single word without a diacritic on the “u” (as in the Figure 15
inscriptions). By 1911 democratic orthography has been nearly achieved; we are witnesses to the
extension of the nascent democratic orthography that already began in the days of Kossuth.
Figure 16 (left). Parcel card
sent [1]911 APR 15 from ÓStara-Pazua and cancelled with a
receiving strike on APR 19. A
second receiving strike, on the
back side of the card, is dated
APR 17 (Figure 17). This
exquisite card set me back only
six bucks plus a small p/h
surcharge on eBay, early April
2012. Yes, Virginia, there is a
Santa Claus.
Figure 17 (above, right). The parcel card's back-side arrival
cancel, dated April 17. Did this mark the date of arrival of the
parcel in the post office? Did the date April 19 (see Figure 18)
mark the date of the delivery at the address of the recipient? The
Figure 17 cancel is marked “A.” I cannot make out which letter (if
any) is on the strike in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. The receiving cancel on the front side of the card,
dated April 19. Note the discrepancy in the spelling of the
town name between the front- and back-side arriving strikes
(contrast Figure 17 and Figure 18). The front-side cancel
(Figure 18) spells the name “VÁG – ÚJHELY,” while the
back-side arriving strike (Figure 17) omits the hyphen:
“VÁGÚJHELY.” Note how the sender spelled the name.

IV. SURVIVING CANCELLERS USED IN VÁGÚJHELY
I chose Vágújhely as the town on which to focus here, even though I've been planning to
write a treatise or two about orthographic oddities in Hungarian philately (see note 3, below) that
included Vágújhely (but no longer), because the town may be pivotal in uncovering demographic
regularities, if any, in the obliteration of surviving Hungarian Crown of St. Stephen cancellers used in
Slovakia after WW1. Of the six defiled crown cancels that I found while sorting through billions of
Czechoslovakian postage stamps, three (50% on the button, if genuine) originated in a Vágújhely post
office. I imagined (possibly wrongly, I concede) that it would be interesting to examine the
orthography of the cancels on these three distinguished stamps. Afterwards, it might be possible to
put the mysteries of obliterations temporarily aside and get on with the intriguing puzzles of upperand lower-case letters, single and double hyphens, single and double slashes, colons, semi-colons,
miscellaneous dots, circles, and boxes, and other typographic minutiae.
In Figure 19 I have assembled, side-by-side, the three Vágújhely defaced crown cancels.
One thing is immediately obvious: in all three cancels the town name is spelled the same way, as one
word with rövid diacritics on both the “Á” and the “Ú”: VÁGÚJHELY. Further, all three cancels
were struck in 1919, so perhaps by that time the postal standardization for which were hunting (or
not) has finally been realized. Even though the crowns have been scratched and damaged, the
Hungarian date format remains in the cancel, so the patriotic “nationalization” of the canceller wasn't
comprehensive. Another feature is fascinating: although I find it hard to tell for sure whether the two
“F” cancellers (left and middle) have laid down the same striations on the stamps they cancelled, the
deposited patterns of ink look extraordinarily similar.14

Figure 19. Three Czechoslovakian Hradčany stamps cancelled “VÁGÚJHELY.” All have had their crowns of
St. Stephen damaged. They are dated (left to right): [19]19 SEP 9, [1]919 JUL 23, and [1]919 AUG 8.

What do we know about Vágújhely that would help us understand why the town is a “cell of
postal terrorism”? Nothing. But there must be some characteristic of the town that accounts for its
high representation among crown-damaging Slovakian post offices. Its demographics are boringly
mundane. For Vágújhely, the Atlas and Gazetteer of Historic Hungary 1914 (based on the 1910
census) provides this information: total population, 5879; Magyar population, 856; German
population, 1146; and Slovak population, 3808.15 Nothing unusual here. Discovering the
characteristics of Vágújhely that account for its damaged crowns seems as futile as one other task that
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awaits completion: explaining why the 45 Slovakian towns listed by László Filep and Zoltán Palotás
― why those exact 45 towns and no other towns ― used Slovak-Hungarian bilingual cancellers
between the two wars.16
V. NOVÉ MESTO NAD VÁHOM
Among the billions of Czechoslovakian stamps, covers, post cards, and other postal items I
have examined, I have not found many interesting or distinctive Nové Mesto nad Váhom cancels.
However, I do have one post card cancelled in that town that deserves, for two reasons, to be
exhibited. First, Slovakia declared its independence from the rest of the country on March 14, 1939,
and this post card was cancelled, three months after that secession, in the Slovakian town Nové Mesto
nad Váhom on 2.VI.[19]39 (see Figure 20 and the close-up in Figure 21). The interesting feature is
the mixed franking: two stamps issued by a country, Czechoslovakia, that no longer existed, plus two
stamps recently issued by the new country, Slovakia. I find it difficult to believe that the post offices
in Nové Mesto nad Váhom did not stock enough of the newly-issued stamps and as a result were
compelled to sell or distribute, and have patrons use, left-over stamps from a dead country. Maybe
the sender was making a not-very-sly political point.

Figure 20. Post card sent from Nové Mesto nad Váhom in Slovakia to
Budapest, cancelled 2.VI.[19]39, franked with two copies of the deep
green 50h Czechoslovakia Scott 227 (depicting President Beneš, issued
April 26, 1937) and two copies of the olive green 10h Slovakia Scott 27
(depicting the recently deceased Slovakian hero Andrej Hlinka, issued
in April, 1939).

Figure 21. Close-up of the
franking of the post card shown in
Figure 20, to allow the date 2.VI.39
to be seen.

Figure 22. The message sent from Frieder to Kelemen, on the back of the post card shown in Figure 20.
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Second, which is more of historical interest than philatelic, and not the reason I acquired the
card (the identities of the protagonists came as a pleasant surprise): the card was sent by the "main
rabbi" of Nové Mesto nad Váhom, Armin (= Abraham) Frieder, to a prestigious medical doctor and
researcher in Hungary, Endre Kelemen. Frieder was an activist throughout Slovakia who tried to
protect the Jewish community from discriminatory legislation and from deportation and execution. 17
He was imprisoned in 1944, escaped while the Soviet Army entered Slovakia, and died soon
afterwards; he lost his family to the typical murderous methods of the Holocaust.18 The message on
the post card is simple (Figure 22). From the signature it is obvious that the two men were casual
acquaintances, not close friends. Frieder was merely thanking the distinguished physician for
attending to his son, not concocting a plot against Jozef Tiso.19
By the way, Vágújhely is about 6 km from Čachitice (in
Hungarian, Csejte), the location of the castle, now in ruins, of
Báthory Erzsébet (the family crest is shown in Figure 23) who ―
will we never know for sure ― tortured and killed as many as
600 girls within those stone walls. Another, smaller, holocaust. I
cannot help being curious about her source of flesh. How much
of it came from Vágújhely?

Figure 23. The Báthory Crest.

NOTES
1. Go to www.hungarianvillagefinder.com/HVFIndex2/54_TRENCSEN.html
/38_NYITRA.html.

and

[.

.

.]

2. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nové_Mesto_nad_Váhom_District.
3. My first exuberant excursion into Hungarian orthography was “Caps, Hyphens, Dots, and Slashes:
Hungarian Post Cards and Their Vicissitudes, 1869-1949,” The News of Hungarian Philately 40:4
(October-December, 2009), pp. 6-27. I plan to assemble, during the next year, an extensive account
of Hungarian philatelic orthography.
4. On the difficulty of producing adequate grayscale images of cancellations, see my “Post-Trianon
Hungarian Survivors in the Successor States,” The News of Hungarian Philately 43:1 (JanuaryMarch, 2012), pp. 14-29, at pp. 20 and 28n18.
5. This item was still being offered on eBay ($60, Buy-It-Now) by “Northstamp” at the end of April,
2012. The price of the item is altogether due to its cancel; the stamp is inexpensive. My obsession
with Hungarian orthography has not impelled me to buy it, although I would purchase the stamp
shown in Figure 6, were it still available.
6. See the examples in The Chicago Manual of Style, 13th edition (1982), sections 5.68 through
5.73.
7. Magyar Postai Lebetűzések. I. Rész. Bélyegelőtti Levelek És Azok Lebetűzései (Budapest,
1943), which was a gift to me from the kind and generous Robert Morgan. Among the many cancels
with colons illustrated by Térfi are: A: MEGYES (Aronyosmeggyes, 1841-45); B: GYARMATH
(Balassagyarmat, 1839); B: CSABA (Békéscsaba, 1830-46); BESZTERCZE B: ([!] Beszterczebanya,
1841-43); NEM: MILITITZ (with small capitals; Nemesmilitics, 1832-38); NEMES: VID. (Nemesvid,
1829f.); and TOTH: KOMLOS (Tótkomlós, 1830f). I was disappointed to find no N: BÓLY or
anything else related to Németbóly.
8. Which raises, for a philosophical methodologist, the question: does the book confirm that the
cancel on the stamp is genuine, or does the cancel on the stamp confirm the content of the book?
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9. I write the improbable and oxymoronic “joined together by a
colon” because, having paged through the book by Térfi Béla, I
have perceived (although not yet demonstrated) an orthographic
chronological progression: from a double hyphen joining the
two town name words (NAME1=NAME2) or the then-popular
diagonal double hyphen (NAME1 ̷̷̷ ̷̷̷ NAME2) joining the two
names, to a colon doing the same job (NAME1: NAME2), in
which case the colon is an abbreviation of the double hyphen,
accomplished by reducing a straight line to its first point. From
that stage, it is a simple orthographic engineering feat to
abbreviate the colon by reducing it to its single bottom point, as
in the "B. CSABA" (abbreviation of “Békés Csaba”) cancel
shown here, on a red 5kr from the 1858 Austrian issue.
10. See Csaba L. Kohalmi, “Romania's Hungarian Autonomous Region (1952–1968),” The News of
Hungarian Philately 42:4 (October-December, 2011), pp. 16-17.
11. For other towns, you'll have to wait for the essay promised in note 3, above. Whether a full
Henry-Fordian standardization of the canceller is “satisfying” will depend on your personal tastes and
level of OCD.
12. Another example of the Postal Administration's “VÁG –
ÚJHELY” appears on this purple 4-fillér 1900-issue Turul, cancelled
in [1]901: a hyphen is clearly visible and the ink blob over the “Ú” is
a rövid diacritic.

13. The town name “Ó-Stara-Pazua” is a microcosm of the
Hapsburg Empire. The town's name is composed of three parts:
the “Ó,” the “Stara,” and the “Pazua.” The “Ó” is Hungarian
(think: “Ó-Buda”); the “Stara” is Serbo-Croat (the current name
of the town, in Vojvodina, is “Stara Pazova”; and the “Pazua” is
German. The fascinating feature of the (1889? 1899?) cancel
shown here (on a red 5kr, black-numeral, electrotype Envelope)
is the month abbreviation: “OCT.” This abbreviation stands for
the Latin “October,” i.e., the cancel is quadrilingual, because in
none of the three languages already accounted for (Hungarian,
Serbo-Croat, and German) is the month spelled “October.” This
topic will be addressed in the essay mentioned in note 3, above.
Hungary soon got its “OKT” act together, although it
maintained its Latinophilic reverence for “SEP.”
14. The same question ― same or different striations? you take the test ― applies to the three
cancels on this S.H.S. cover sent to Ljubljana, in Slovenia, from Delnice, in Croatia (Modrus-Fiume
Vármegye). I could not find “Delnice” or anything close to it in the 1990 edition of Magyar Neve,
but I did find “Delnicze” in The Post Office Town List for [the] Hungarian Portion of the AustroHungarian Empire (1871 to 1920), by Thomas M. Tenczar (1st edition, 1976), another gift to me
from Robert Morgan. The images shown on the next page are one of the entire front of the cover and
two close-ups of the crown-damaged cancels. The only part of the date that is visible (even with
illumination and magnification) is [1]920 ― a late date for the use of Hungarian postal stationery
with a non-overprinted indicium.
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Images for Note
14 from page 25.

15. The Gazetteer's figures were kindly dug out for me by Bill Tarkulich, who maintains the web
site “Slovakia Genealogy Research Strategies” (www.iabsi.com/gen/public/index.htm). The sum
(5810) of the Slovakian, German, and Magyar populations does not equal the total population. Bill
assures me that if the Gazetteer reports no Czechs, there were no Czechs. Perhaps the remaining
souls were Roma and Polish.
16. See my “Obliterations and Their Absence [Part VI]: Final Thoughts, with Special Reference to
‘The Slovakia Question’” (The News of Hungarian Philately 42:2 [April-June, 2011], pp. 14-37,
Section IV); and “Postscript to ‘Obliterations . . . (Part VI).’ A Note on Slovak-Hungarian Bilingual
Cancels,” The News of Hungarian Philately 42:3 (July-September), pp. 2-3.
17. It was inevitable that, during all my research on Hungarian and other Central European philately
and postal history, I would come across material linked to the fate of the Jews during WW2 and in the
period between the two wars (such as this "Judaica" post card). For example, my “Five Stages” of
Czechoslovakian cancellations spanned the three relevant decades 1918-1948 (“Obliterations and
Their Absence [Part IV],” The News of Hungarian Philately 41:4 [October-December, 2010], pp. 324). Also, I was often faced with Bohemian-Moravian adhesives honoring der Führer. Several times
I illustrated post-WW2 Austrian obliterations of Hitler Head Third-Reich German stamps. And I
displayed a képes (photographic image) post card of a center-city scene in Cluj, a card that showed
the town (post-Visszatért) re-re-named “Kolozsvár” and the center-city area re-named “Hítler Tér.”
(That was shocking; see my “Obliterations and Their Absence [Part III],” The News of Hungarian
Philately 41:3 [July-September, 2010], pp. 16n44 and 17.) When I wrote in “The Slovakia Question”
that “Slovakia put itself in the unenviable position of Doctor Faustus, selling its soul to Hitler, the
seductively bargaining Satan” (p. 26), I wondered whether any readers would think: “yeah, Hungary,
too.” In the title of my article “Post-Trianon Hungarian Survivors in the Successor States,” the
polysemous word "survivors" was pregnant with allusions, both to the Hungarian people caught on
the wrong sides of the new borders and to the Jews who were doomed by the Treaty of Trianon (and
of Versailles, and of Saint-Germain-en-Laye). In my title, “survivors” referred literally to Hungarian
cancellers used after the end of WW1 in no-longer Hungarian geopolitical (versus ethnic) territories.
18. See http://sk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armin_Frieder. You'll have to ask Google to translate into
English from Slovak.
19. Many thanks to our editor and my colleague, confidant, and advisor Csaba Kohalmi, to whom I
am continually indebted, in the praiseworthy sense. It is worth repeating my gratitude to Robert
Morgan, who graciously bestowed on me two important books on Hungarian philately. Finally, full
disclosure: all the philatelic items exhibited in the figures and the endnotes of this essay are polgárok
of my personal collection (contrasted to what? shared collection? public collection?), except those in
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 11.
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2012 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 8 February 2012
150th Anniversary of the Birth of Károly Kazinczy
Face value: HUF 420. Stamp size: 35 x 30mm.
Designer: Ervin Widerkomm. Photographer: Tibor Mester. The
stamp reproduces Kazinczy’s impressionist painting, Sunny morning,
that he made in 1905.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the
Banknote Printer, Ltd. in an edition of 300.000 stamps.
Issue date: 17 February 2012
100th Anniversary of the Greek Catholic Diocese of
Hajdúdorog
Face value: HUF 380. Stamp size: 45 x 35mm.
Designer: Anita Lackó. The stamp reproduces icons of the
Madonna and the Pantocrator as well as the Vatican Bull
establishing the diocese.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the
State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition of 250.000 stamps.
Issue date: 24 February 2012
Easter 2012
Face value: HUF 105. Stamp size: 26 x 33mm.
Designer: Dóra Keresztes. The design shows a stylized depiction of the Pieta.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 100 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in quantities
required by postal demand.

Issue date: 22 March 2012
Tourism: Tivadar Puskás Technical School and the University of Debrecen
Face value: HUF 180 and 270. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. The stamps reproduce the images of the respective institutions.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printer, Ltd. in quantities
required by postal demand.
Health Tourism: The Király and the Rudas Medicinal Baths
Face value: HUF 235 and 260. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Ferenc Svindt. Photographer: József Hajdú. The stamps reproduce the images of the
respective baths.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printer, Ltd. in quantities
required by postal demand.
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Left:
Király Baths
Right:
Rudas Baths

Issue date: 27 March 2012
Entertainers: Zoltán Várkonyi and Katalin Karády
Face value: HUF 395 and 425. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: István Orosz. The stamps reproduce portraits of the actor and the actress.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printer, Ltd. in an edition of
250,000 sets of stamps.

Issue date: 12 April 2012
MASAT-1, The First Hungarian Artificial Satellite
Face value: HUF 310. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: Glória Hefelle. The design shows the first Hungarian satellite that was launched from
Kourou in French Guyana on 13 February 2012. The 10x10x10cm microsatellite will function for
three months.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition
of 250,000 stamps.
Issue date: 13 April 2012
100th Anniversary of the Sinking of the Titanic
Face value: HUF 1.600. Sheet size: 140 x 65mm. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Arnold Feke. The sheet shows the RMS Titanic and Dr. Árpád Lengyel, who served on the
RMS Carpathia and helped in the rescue of the survivors. The cachet of the first day cover also
shows a portrait of Dr. Lengyel. /See More Commentary from the Editor’s Desk on page 13 for the
story of Dr. Lengyel’s role in the Titanic rescue./
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 40,000 sheets.
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CONCORDANCE OF CATALOG NUMBERS FOR HUNGARY
by Miklos Tecsy
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/ to be continued /
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WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.
WANTED: Pre-1926 Mint and Used Hungary, especially pre-Árvíz I mint (either MH or MNH),
though I still need a large number of stamps with lower catalogue values, both mint and used up to
the beginning of the Pengő-fillér era. If you have duplicates of this era that you are willing to part
with, send me an e-mail at robertlauer59@gmail.com and I will send you my Wants List of what I
need. Willing to trade or purchase. Robert Lauer, Ottawa, Canada, Member #862.

WANTED: see list below. Contact: Oliver Megadaja, paulamandm@yahoo.com
Scott # 3
4a
5
6
79a
82a
386a
J16c
J16d
J20a-J26a
J170
J194B
1N6a
1N14a
1N24a
2N2
2N47
2N50
6NB9

Litho
Litho
Litho
Litho
50f Turul
2K Franz Joseph
2500K Madonna
postage due
postage due
postage due
postage due
postage due
Arad
Arad
Arad
Debrecen
Debrecen
Debrecen
Kolozsvár

5kr rose
10kr pale blue
15kr yellow brown
25kr violet
lake
gray blue
inverted center
20f center inverted
20f inverted center
horizontal watermark
20f/6f overprint
10f magenta
15f double overprint
2K inverted overprint
25f Charles inverted overprint
3f Turul
5K Parliament/Köztársaság
40f Zita/Köztársaság
1L/20f Flood Relief

Michel # 3
4b
5a
6a
85a
88
379-I

Porto 27X-29X, 32X-33X
Porto 166
Porto 180-Y

FERENC LISZT BICENTENNIAL
STAMP ISSUES

Vatican City

Israel

